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Abstract

To make a balanced assessment of the agricultural progress towards sustainable development, the social, environment and economical factors that characterize the sustainability should be identified and examined in detail. Sustainable agriculture should aim at branch resources management in order to meet human needs, both present and future, by maintaining and improving at the same time the quality of the environment and by protecting natural resources. Among the many tasks that the agricultural science and practice face, significant importance is attached to the development of measures whose application should use energy efficiently and rationally, the adoption of techniques to ensure the continued recirculation of elements and materials, avoidance of both short and long term adverse effects of the damaging of agricultural land as a result of erosion and pollution and the promotion of agricultural systems correlated with certain food chains, that should ensure a rational, sufficient and balanced diet.
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The Concept Of Sustainable Agricultural Development

Although sustainability, sustainable agriculture and sustainable agricultural systems have been defined several times at various levels, it is not advisable that we should impose a rigid definition of sustainable agriculture since countries and areas within countries work in different social, economic and ecological contexts. This remark should be kept in mind since it links nature to the development process and it highlights two significant aspects: the regional and the local aspect, meaning the specific area where the country lies, the group of countries to which the respective country belongs (advanced countries or countries under development) and the time-related aspect, meaning the stage reached by the economic development and the economic vulnerability. Following the imbalance of the
development factors, the structural adjustment policies and the long term objectives are based on these two aspects.

According to Conway cited by Sumelius, the performance of an agro-ecosystem can be defined by four elements: productivity – the ratio between the output and the input resource unit (expressed by profit, by the income per hectare, by the total household or by the regional production etc); stability – stable productivity of the agro-ecosystem maintained when facing obstacles in the normal cycles and fluctuations of the environment; stability can be measured, for instance, by the productivity variation parameter over a certain time; durability – defined as the ability of an agro-ecosystem to preserve its productivity when facing stress or shocks; stress is defined as predictable deviating forces of low importance but rather frequent and having a high cumulative effect (e.g.: salinity, land erosion, pollution, low market demand etc); the shock can be defined as an unpredictable, rare force of high importance and having an immediate effect (e.g.: draught, floods, new diseases, high input prices etc); equitability – a unified distribution of the productivity of the agro-ecosystem between the beneficiaries.

Apart from the protection of the environment, all definitions of sustainable agriculture shall include the human dimension with its two key components: farmers (some of them already make use of advanced technologies to perform sustainable agriculture and others will do sustainable agriculture unless it can be done without significant loss and if they have access to information and technologies typical of this kind of agriculture) and consumers (whose demand in ecological food products is admitted by all parties involved; they shall be informed about the overall costs of the agricultural products produced with intensive agriculture, given the absence on the market of accurate values that may reveal the hidden ecological costs). Regarding the human dimension, special attention shall be paid to marketing systems that may highly encourage or discourage sustainable agriculture. Achieving a sustainable agriculture is a long term process and, in addition, it is very difficult to achieve it since there are many contradictions and obstacles preventing the implementation of specific practices and technologies. The information exchanged between consumers and productions is often hidden; consequently, farmers respond to signals of prices that do not fully reflect social costs of the natural resources. In many countries, the result has been the apparition of an agricultural community lacking the flexibility needed to positively respond to various agricultural technologies.

Since it is a concept with a broad definition, the main dimensions of the sustainable agriculture are: the time-related dimension, implying continuous protection and conservation of the land throughout the centuries, aiming at long term objectives; social sustainability – it is considered that the family farm and the traditional rural community shall last in time, despite changes of the agricultural economy; economic sustainability – it is considered that agriculture shall stay viable from the economic point of view, in the long run; focus is placed on the biological agriculture and diversification; land conservation and conservation of the genetic resources (a diversified gene bank appears as a necessary „buffer“ in order to ensure long term survival); lower pollution of the environment; modification of the ratio man/land area triggers an increased demand in clean water and fewer chemical substances in the environment; reduction
of industrial input (fertilizers, pesticides etc); a long term sustainable agricultural growth (the best way to meet human needs in terms of food and fibers).

**Sustainable Agriculture In Romania**

In our opinion, sustainable agriculture in Romania is not easy to achieve. Firstly, because the issue as such is highly complicated; the socio-economic system is not very stable and there are many random variables of the projection. Secondly, because it starts in the matrix of a transition taking place at a moment of crisis; no matter how well it may be designed, therefore, it will bear the general mark of the transition. Admitting these predictable difficulties does not necessarily mean rejecting the need and the possibility to achieve a sustainable agriculture in Romania. It is actually the only chance able to concentrate the thinking and the actions of the country, efforts made to achieve a modern, highly productive agriculture.

The experience of the developed countries shows that sustainable agriculture is an extremely complex process. These countries reached sustainable agriculture after long and difficult efforts, at the end of the 20th century; efforts that implied decades of tests and improvement, and successive investments, aided by the forces of the market. Only by going beyond this threshold of material efforts and by bringing the production factors to a balance it has been possible to achieve large and consistent productions, efficiency and competitiveness, enough food and significant amounts for export.

In the case of our country, the concept of sustainable agriculture must meet the following features: to ensure long term agricultural production and to improve the quality of the agricultural production; to enhance the supply of the population and economy with agricultural products and food products with high nutritional ingredients, clean, compliant with international standards; to train economic agents able to achieve performance. This implies an economic surplus, needed to shape the capital required in order to increase and to modernize production, able to give life to agricultural companies and consequently, to agriculture in general; to develop agriculture and to ensure agricultural employees incomes comparable with other economic sectors and, therefore, to improve the level of civilization and culture in the rural areas. The economic gap between the agricultural employees and the employees of other sectors is immoral and defying, and it is also an obstacle preventing economic growth and the general social progress of the country; given the Romanian context of the post-EU accession, the adoption and promotion of convergent policies in compliance with the acquis communautaire is required so that the mutual economic flows should ensure stability and the overall economic balance; to preserve and ensure reproduction of the agricultural natural resources potential, especially the soil fertility which is the biggest wealth of a country; to achieve an agriculture that is “friendly to the nature”, by combining economic growth with ecology in a harmonious system that gives new dimensions to the quality of life; openness to foreign environment; enhanced international inter-dependencies, and Romania’s accession to Euro-Atlantic forms of integration, impose agriculture to connect its growth to the foreign environment (regional, European and global) in order to receive stimulating signals; however, it may also receive risk and instability.
This is the concrete concept that we believe Romania needs in order to develop its agriculture; however, translating this concept into practice – sustainable agriculture – is not easy. It requires time, a vast investment and restructuring program as well as specific policies for each component. Although agriculture is the main factor in rural development in most rural areas, it does not follow that rural development resides only in agricultural development. The future of rural areas does not entirely depend on agriculture; a new economic architecture of the rural space is, therefore, needed.

**Sustainable Development In The Rural Space**

The issue of rural development and management is one of the most sophisticated issues of modern society; it implies a balance between the conservation needs of the rural areas from economic, ecologic, social and cultural point of view, on the one hand, and the modernizing tendency of the rural life, on the other hand. For many countries across the world, among which Romania, the rural space is the most valuable asset of the national culture and civilization, and an infinite resource of historical spirituality and perennial dimension. According to Melinda Cândea and Florina Bran, „the rural area is the expression of the long term effort of man to make the physical and geographical components of the space, of nature, his servants. It is a space that man shaped according to his needs, a space created through his work and filled with his anthropic creations; it is, therefore, a rustic masterpiece of man”. Given this context, the conclusion is, obviously, that all generations that live in the rural area, with its elements that are extremely valuable for health and human comfort – water, air, forests, landscape – and especially, the population of this area, must be continuously looked after and monitored by human society in general and by every and each individual, that is permanent preservation and protection must be ensured. Undoubtedly, in order to fulfill this objective that should be always considered as a national interest, the politics of national parliaments and governments has a major role.

Modernization of agriculture and rural areas cannot be limited to a single dimension but it should be a complex process, extended to all economic and social structures. Most important in Romania’s stage of post-accession to the EU is the effort to turn the comparative advantage into a competitive advantage. Romanian agriculture has the comparative advantage of natural resources, favoring high yields, and has cheap workforce in rural areas, but it gets a low level of agricultural productivity and has not enough financial resources to modernize agricultural and rural activities. These are the pre-requisites to continue the process of reform at the EU post-accession stage. The integration strategy cannot ensure the ability to overcome obstacles preventing medium term advantages unless the comparative advantages possessed are used and unless we follow the path of accelerated modernization of agricultural structures harmonized with the 21st century structures. To achieve this objective, we definitely need a long term strategy because in agriculture, the yield of investments requires long term approaches. In our country, agriculture and agricultural activities, irrespective of their type, must follow the global agricultural tendencies in order to efficiently and competitively produce, among these approaches, the most important is to shift the focus from the traditional elements
– land, work and capital – to the ability to use these classical elements with most efficiency. Although Romania ranks the 7th in the EU after France, Spain, Germany, Great Britain, Poland and Italy in terms of agricultural land used, there are significant discrepancies in terms of the weight of agriculture in the GDP between Romania and the EU member states, and between the incomes of the farmers, their living standards, the investment possibilities, the development prospects for agriculture. About 30% of the EU populations live in the rural area but only 4-5% of the active population work in agriculture which means that most adults living in rural areas do not earn their living by working the land. Moreover, the weight of agriculture in the EU GDP is only 1.5 - 2%. In Romania, 45% of the population lives in the rural areas; out of the 9.2 millions active persons, 45% are active in the rural area and about 28% are active in agriculture out of which more than a million are unpaid family workers. The weight of agriculture in the GDP is 6-7% in Romanian as against other EU countries, like Poland and Hungary which have 4%.

The Romanian export of agricultural products basically consisted of raw products with low added value and import consisted mainly of processed products; which proves that the weak point of our agricultural and food economic sectors and of our weak reform has been the poor processing of raw agricultural materials by the food industry.

The lack of a coherent and realistic strategy caused the failure of the Romanian agriculture. Romanian agriculture remained stuck in a past century and it is rather laughable at than “sustainable”. A vicious circle appeared in the rural area in which poverty entails poverty. Most private farmers are poor and because they are poor, they isolated themselves away from modern economy that generates progress, to do a primitive agriculture that hardly ensures subsistence. Since less than 8% of the population active in agriculture is under 35, given the excessive fragmentation of the agricultural land (there are about 3.9 million farms), which caused more in-house consumption and, implicitly, low profitability, the big farms of over 100 ha represent only 1% of the total of farms that own more than 1 hectare, and since most farms cultivate cereals which have the lowest productivity in the EU (table 1), it is hard to imagine that Romania could soon meet the food needs of its own citizens.

Table 1. Cereal production per hectare in Romania, as against other European countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Average of the years (kg/ha)</th>
<th>Gaps as against Romania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absolute (Kg/ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999-2001</td>
<td>2,678</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007-2009</td>
<td>2,453</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1999-2001</td>
<td>8,244</td>
<td>+5,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007-2009</td>
<td>9,350</td>
<td>+6,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ireland</strong></td>
<td>7,062</td>
<td>8,320</td>
<td>+1,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>France</strong></td>
<td>7,082</td>
<td>7,197</td>
<td>+117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Kingdom</strong></td>
<td>6,850</td>
<td>7,810</td>
<td>+960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
<td>6,737</td>
<td>7,620</td>
<td>+883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong></td>
<td>6,114</td>
<td>7,487</td>
<td>+1,373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Austria</strong></td>
<td>5,732</td>
<td>5,133</td>
<td>-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden</strong></td>
<td>4,537</td>
<td>6,153</td>
<td>+1,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
<td>4,895</td>
<td>3,603</td>
<td>-1,292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greece</strong></td>
<td>3,266</td>
<td>2,597</td>
<td>-669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finland</strong></td>
<td>3,076</td>
<td>3,853</td>
<td>+777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spain</strong></td>
<td>2,966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This archaic production means has led to only one result: perpetuation of the poverty. Because of the poverty, rural markets are weak: there are very few those who buy raw materials to do modern agriculture, and also a few those who sell agricultural products. The Romanian village does do perform transition towards the market economy but remains stuck in the natural economy of subsistence because there are very few those who either sell or buy; there is few business in industry, trade or services. We need a rural development strategy to solve these issues.

The advanced countries have significantly reduced – both in absolute and relative values – the workforce in agriculture and laced the workforce in services for agriculture or in other sectors of activity; regarding the land, these countries have special programmes to temporarily remove this arable land from crop-producing programmes. In terms of increased output per hectare and per animal, with a production meeting the needs of the consumption of the Romanian population (to ensure food needs) and the export demands, Romania shall have to place itself close to the other EU countries from the point of view of competitiveness. We possess an advantage against the other EU countries: their high average agricultural yields will not necessarily cause agricultural growth in the future because of the surplus and because of the measures to limit production. Increased economic, social and ecologic efficiency in agriculture in our country, optimal use of natural and human resources, in particular of the labour and of the land, require promotion of qualitative factors among which: knowledge – as an infinite resource of development; management and managerial culture; technology innovation; high performance technologies; implementation of IT technologies.

The development of agriculture correlated with a set of measures to diversify economic activities in the rural area, an increased number of ecological farms, extension of ecological food production and development of agro-tourism are ways to get competitive advantage. Agriculture is, by its nature, multifunctional: it produces food raw materials or recyclable industrial materials and, at the same time, it plays a role in the management of nature (water, land, bio-diversity, air); it contributes to landscape, basic elements of life and efforts to develop land based on the quality of the land; last but not least, it plays a social role in the dynamics of the rural area. Romania must promote a multi-functional agriculture with dominant influence in
the rural area and the Romanian village must develop and modernize through diversification of
the economic and social life that must help the village come out of the isolation dictated by the
poverty of the villagers.

Sustainable development of agriculture and of rural communities, in compliance with the EU
programmes, is a long term process that will be achieved, depending on the various local
conditions, by taking the following measures:

- Enhanced agricultural production through adjustment to specific area conditions; the
structure of the agricultural production shall aim at strengthening of the rural economy by
using the natural potential, favorable conditions, meeting the consumer needs of the
population and by creating export capabilities. In order to do this, we need to act in the sense
of developing competitive environment, shaping and developing specific markets through a
flexible price system, fiscal system and loan system, compatible with the EU agricultural
policies;
- Increased work time for the population employed in agriculture by ensuring multiple
functions to agricultural activities, by developing non-agricultural activities and services (crafts,
handicraft industry, household industry, agro-business, agro-tourism) in order to increase
income and economic power of the rural communities;
- Direct aid to agricultural producers with low incomes in order to counteract the
tendencies to de-populate communities, to stabilize the young generations in the rural areas
and to create viable agricultural exploitations;
- Creation of an insurance system of the agricultural producers that should include
insurance for persons, products and assets and real estates;
- Creation of a social protection system for children, elderly, disabled and people who
have professional diseases;
- Development of economic and social infrastructure;
- Environmental protection (agricultural technologies that are friendly with the
environment; re-considering the land in compliance with their productive capabilities and
measures taken in order to ensure land development etc);
- Aid to unfavoured areas, including the mountain areas, by preserving the economic and
cultural traditions;
- Specific training and consulting provided to the private agricultural producers to enable
them to pass to the new model of commercial farm and to operate on a competition market;
- Promotion of professional and inter-professional associations of agricultural producers,
depending on their products;
- Promotion of ecological agricultural structures and brand agricultural products.

Agro-Environment Indicators

Although important progress has been incurred at the European level to identify indicators to
characterize sustainable development, there is no such agreed indicator system at national
level that should be the starting point in assessing the potential of agricultural sustainable
development, by correlating them with the requirements to preserve and protect the
environment, that should allow better transparency, quantification and monitoring, oversight and evaluation of global aspects related to the implementation of agricultural policies. Agriculture, like any other human activity, can negatively affect the environment, both locally and globally. For a better description of the relationships between human activities and the environment, OECD and later on, EEA (the European Agency for Environment) worked together to devise a conceptual model/framework entitled DPSIR (Driving forces, Pressures, State, Impacts, Responses). This model has been adopted by most EU member states and international organizations that work with environmental information (Eurostat, EEA). The development of the DPSIR model, whose main objective was to understand interactions between economy and the environment, is a general framework to organize information about the environment based on the cause-effect relation of interactions between the components of the social, economic and environmental systems. The DPSIR model defines 5 categories of indicators: the command forces – basic factors that influence a whole range of major variables (ex. Tendencies of major sectors: energy, transport, industry, agriculture, tourism, etc.); the pressure indicators – describe the variables that directly affect the environment (ex. CO₂ or methane emissions, noise); the status indicators – describe the parameters of the environment at a certain moment (ex. Concentration of lead in urban areas, level of noise along the main roads, quality of water in rivers and lakes); the impact indicators – describe the effects of the changing of the environmental status upon the factors it interacts with; the response indicators – describe the efforts of society (politician, decision-makers) to solve problems (ex. Taxes on energy, budget spent on solar energy research).

In the agricultural sector, given the importance of the issues deriving from the relation agriculture-environment for the political decision-makers, these issues can be defined as „driving forces”: management of the agricultural activities and agricultural practices.

Given the issues related to the assessment of the aspects regarding the interaction between agricultural practices and the environment, continuous efforts are made at the European level to select a set of indicators that should allow assessment of the factors that influence the agricultural production and also affect the environment. A harmonized system of agro-environmental indicators allowing characterization of the relation between these two components may give transparency to the debates regarding the agricultural policies by limiting, at the same time, potential controversies regarding the relevance of the information. A basic requirement in devising and maintaining a system of indicators is to ensure comparability in time and space, both at national and international levels.

The data can be available, in general, at a higher level of aggregation (national and regional) and it can be included in the harmonized system of indicators of pressure upon the environment. The indicators taken into account fall in the following three main categories: a) Indicators to assess the use of land: the weight of the irrigated area out of the total Used Agricultural Area (UAA), irrigations are the main use of agricultural water; the average production per hectare for the main crops, indicate the intensity of the agricultural systems implemented; the weight, out of the total agricultural activities, of cereals crops higher than 50% of the total Used Agricultural Area provides information about the level of specialization of
the agricultural production systems implemented; the weight of the areas covered with natural pastures out of the total Used Agricultural Area (UAA), indicates the agricultural production systems implemented; density of the animal rearing reflects the concentration of the animal production at the regional level. b) Indicators regarding fertilizers – organic and inorganic fertilizers: nitrogen input from animal dejections; indicators reflecting problems related to azoth pollution, closely related to animal production systems where there is a surplus of azoth resulting from animal dejections; indicate the “hot” areas that concentrate animal rearing activities and areas where the nitrates levels go above the level admitted by the EU Directive regarding the nitrates; the azoth surplus, identifies the azoth flows in the agricultural system and allows selecting the options to improve the efficiency in the azoth use; indicates the areas where azoth is used in excess, comparatively with the volume needed for the vegetal production. c) Indicators regarding pesticides: data regarding the direct use of pesticides, per category, allow obtaining information about the area treated, the dose, how frequent for each type of relevant pesticide, all relevant crops; data regarding sales, per category of pesticide, allow indirect measurement of the active ingredient; cost of pesticides, per crop, total cost of pesticides for a crop shows the relative amount of pesticides used.

Currently, the efforts of international bodies shift from the conceptualization of the indicator towards the obtaining of the practical indicators devised. From this point of view, it is crucial to identify to what extent the information needed is available.

The relevant indicators are those regarding the management of the agricultural activities. These indicators can be obtained through Agricultural Structural Investigations, planned to take place every 2-3 years during the inter-census periods of time. While some of these indicators can be already computed from the data obtained from the general agricultural census, most indicators can be obtained only after periodical investigations, through specific enquiries.

Conclusions

In order to perform a balanced assessment of the progress incurred by agriculture on its path to sustainable development, we must identify and analyze in detail all social, environmental and economic factors characterizing sustainability. This requires identification and monitoring of the factors that influence the sustainable development of agriculture. In order to devise a strategy appropriate for this field, we need know the trend of individual indicators that are specific for the sustainable development of agriculture; these indicators must be carefully analyzed and interpreted in order to draw conclusions regarding the stage and the trends of sustainability in this field of activity.

Restructuring of agriculture and rural development in compliance with sustainable principles must be done against the future foreseen evolution of the agricultural EU policy as Romania is a EU member. Initiating a sustainable development strategy for agriculture implies knowing and anticipating the problems and the opportunities that may arise on long term.
In order to maintain competitiveness on the global market, we need create the best market conditions that should allow farmers to promote sustainable development of agriculture and remove all contradictions that may arise from inequities of globalization. Romania, as a member state, apart from its domestic requirements related to the development of a competitive agriculture, must comply with the sustainability requirements related to the rural areas and agriculture in order to have access and maintain its position on a global, competitive market.
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